specific modules or libraries, it is necessary to extend the GRASS GIS software by code-citation 35 capabilities at the level of the individual functionalities, which are implemented as GRASS GIS 36 modules.
37
Additionally, the development of best practices for software citation, especially metadata 38 management, as currently being driven by communities like FORCE11 [7] or CodeMeta [8] remain to 39 be acknowledged and adopted by the GRASS GIS community. This would allow to give credit to all 40 stakeholders in the GRASS Development Team by state-of-the-art scientific citation practices.
41
The role of the OSGeo Foundation 42 The OSGeo Foundation [9] is an umbrella organisation which serves as a communication platform 43 for a growing number of community driven geospatial open source projects since its founding in 2006.
44
GRASS GIS, which preceded OSGeo by over two decades, was one of the founding projects and has 45 ever since played an active role in shaping and advancing the OSGeo workflows and best-practices. However, software citation remains to be included in the OSGeo best practices.
58

Software development in GRASS GIS
59
While many functions provided through existing GRASS GIS modules have remained unchanged If the functionality provided by the code proves to be significant to the overall project, the code is 
97
The first strategy, already described above, involves publishing the code as a new GRASS module 98 in the GRASS GIS code repository. This strategy results in potentially widespread re-use, long-term 99 maintenance and appreaciation by the GRASS community. However, the code author will only receive 100 citation credit for his module if the user and prospective author of a scientific publication using the 101 module undertakes the effort to manually derive a relevant citation from the credits on the module's 102 manual page. In this case, it is also unlikely that members of the GRASS Development Team who 103 contributed to the code updates ensuring its long term usability, will receive any due credit, as most 104 traditional citation standards do not cover this type of critically important contributions.
105
The second strategy for the code author is to publish his or her novel GRASS-based code in an future releases of the GRASS GIS code base and it will need major updates or re-implementations to 118 make it executable in the future.
119
The GRASS GIS g.extension [14] module, which allows to integrate add-on modules to an 120 existing GRASS GIS installation, provides the means to access GRASS add-on code from external 
153
This makes it computationally hard to derive well-formed citation strings which now need to be 154 parsed using different heuristics. To mitigate this, the output from g.citation derived from the current 155 GRASS GIS manual pages can be used as input for a clean-up effort to homogenize and improve the 156 structuring of the content of already existing GRASS GIS manual pages: As a follow-up step, it is the requirements for landing pages for DOI-referenced data sets. The GRASS GIS project could also 173 become the driver for this within OSGeo.
174
Conclusion
175
The GRASS GIS add-on module g.citation extends the existing functionality of GRASS GIS by
